Early detection by non-invasive monitoring of abnormally elevated systolic blood pressure in newborns with a positive familiarity for hypertension.
This study investigates 263 full-term clinically healthy newborn babies: subdivided into two groups depending on a positive (113 individuals) or negative (150 subjects) family history for hypertension. The babies were comparable for body weight and statural height and equipartitioned into males and females. The infants underwent a non-invasive, automated monitoring of blood pressure during the first three days of their life, according to protocol in which the systolic and diastolic measurements were performed at 1 min intervals over 15 minutes. The babies of the two groups showed superimposable mean values for systolic and diastolic blood pressure. However, the neonates with a positive familiarity for hypertension showed a higher number of systolic readings above the reference limit of 90 mmHg. The higher incidence of the abnormally-elevated systolic values (> 13%) in babies with a positive familiarity for hypertension was seen to be significant, suggesting that their blood pressure pattern is characterized by a larger variability at least in the systolic component. Such a wider variability may be regarded as a phenotypic expression of the genetic predisposition to hypertension, whose risk can be detected by a short-term monitoring of BP soon after the birth.